


Hosting
CloudHost Limited provides
companies of all sizes professional,
yet affordable hosting.

Hosting comes in various different
forms from Website Hosting to
Dedicated Servers. 

Each hosting platform has its own
specific merits however by choosing
CloudHost as your hosting provider
we'll make sure you get the right
package for your business.



Hosting
CloudHost offer a wide variety of hosting platforms and packages. If you're looking to

simplify and deploy your IT infrastructure in the Cloud then call one of our product

specialists today to find out more information or to discuss how we can help you.

WEB

If you have a website, you'll need a
webhost. CloudHost offers professional
grade web hosting starting at £10 per
month. Get a professional SSL
certificate to make your site even safer!

EMAIL

Does your organisation want to appear
more professional with your own
domain name? CloudHost offers
Microsoft 365 Exchange Online. Pricing
starts from £4 per user, per month.

DEDICATED SERVERS

Dedicated Servers are designed one-
way for your own use. You're not sharing
the resources with any other company.
It's solely yours. Used with IaaS & SaaS
environments.



Hosting

VIRTUAL PRIVATE SERVERS

VPS are "virtual" meaning they don't
physically exist, well they do but

virtually within an operating system.
Useful again in SaaS & IaaS rollouts.
Speak to us today, to find out more!

DOMAIN REGISTRATION

Every business needs a domain, you
may have many! CloudHost can take
over the management of these domains
or register new ones for you for a
nominal monthly/yearly fee.
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03333 44 6500


